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This exam should have exactly 20 questions. Each question is equally weighted at 5 points each. Bubble in your an-
swer choices on the bubblehseet provided. Your score is based on what you bubble on the bubblesheet and not what is
circled on the exam.

1. What is the chemical formula for the following
molecule?

HN

N NH

N

O

H2N

●a. C5H5N5O

b. C4H2N4O

c. C5H2N3O

d. C7H2N4O

e. C7H6N4O

Explanation: Count the carbons, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen. There is only one implied hydrogen.
This gives: C5H5N5O

2. (Part 1 of 2) Consider the structure of indole-3-
carbinol, an ingredient in brocolli that contributes to its
nutritional value, for the next two questions.

HN

OH

What is the chemical formula for indole-3-carbinol?

a. C10H9NO

●b. C9H9NO

c. C9H7NO

d. C10H7NO

e. C9H2NO

Explanation: Count the carbons, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen. Use the octet of carbon to count the
implied hydrogens. This gives: C9H9NO

3. (Part 2 of 2) Refer again to the previous structure
of indole-3-carbinol. How many total lone pairs exist on
this structure? (even though they aren’t shown)

a. 0

b. 1

●c. 3

d. 2

e. 6

Explanation: There is one nitrogen that needs one
lone pair and one oxygen that needs two lone pairs,
for a total of three added lone pairs.

4. Which substance contains polar covalent bonds?

●a. CH2F2

b. NaF

c. CsCl

d. Cl2

e. Br2

Explanation: The only polar covalent molecule listed
here is CH2F2. The CsCl and the NaF are both ionic
compounds.

5. Select the series of possible bond orders that reflects
increasing bond strengths.

a. 1, 3, 2

b. 1, 2, 1.5, 3

c. 1, 1.5, 1.33, 2

●d. 1, 1.33, 1.5, 2

e. 3, 2, 1

f. 2, 1.5, 1

Explanation: Bond strength is proportional to bond
order. Fractional bond orders do occur in molecules
with resonant line structures. Only the correct
answer is ordered from a smallest to a largest
number.
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6. How many lone pairs are in the molecule with the
formula HOCH2NH2?

a. 0

b. 1

c. 2

●d. 3

e. 4

Explanation: The oxygen has two lone pairs and the
nitrogen has one lone pair.

7. Carbon dioxide has a carbon-oxygen double bond.
Carbon monoxide has a carbon-oxygen triple bond.
Which of the following statements is true?

a. the bonds in carbon monoxide are weaker and shorter
than the bonds in carbon dioxide

●b. the bonds in carbon monoxide are stronger and
shorter than the bonds in carbon dioxide

c. the bonds in carbon monoxide are weaker and longer
than the bonds in carbon dioxide

d. the bonds in carbon monoxide are stronger and
longer than the bonds in carbon dioxide

Explanation: A triple bond is stronger and shorter
than a double bond.

8. What is the formal charge on nitrogen for the nitrate
resonance structure shown below?

O

N
O O

-

●a. +1

b. 0

c. -1

d. +3

e. +5

f. -3

Explanation: FC = valence electrons - (bonds + lone
pair electrons)

+1 = 5 - 4

9. Which of the following best describes the bonds in
the hybrid resonance structure for nitrite, NO−

2 ?

a. a single N-O bond and a double N-O bond resonating
back and forth

b. two N-O single bonds

●c. two N-O 1.5 bonds

d. a single N-O bond and a double O-O bond resonating
back and forth

Explanation: NO−
2 is a resonant structure consisting

of N-O bonds that have an average 1.5 bond order.

10. What is the molecular geometry for NCl3?

a. T-shape

●b. trigonal pyramid

c. tetrahedral

d. trigonal planar

e. octahedral

Explanation: The nitrogen will have three bonds and
one lone pair. This will be a trigonal pyramidal
molecular geometry.

11. Draw ozone and then determine which of the
following statements is/are true.

I. ozone has a trigonal planar electronic geometry

II. the bond angles in ozone are approximately 109.5◦

III. the bonds in ozone are weaker than the bond angles
in diatomic oxygen

IV. ozone has a bent molecular geometry

a. I, II, III, and IV

b. I and IV

c. I, II, and IV

d. I and III

●e. I, III, and IV

Explanation: The ozone molecule is a resonant
structure with a bond order equal to about 1.5,
which will result in weaker bonds than oxygen. The
structure has a trigonal planar electronic geometry
and a bent molecular geometry. The bond angles are
slightly less than 120◦.
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12. What are the bond angles at positions labeled A,
B, and C (in that order)?

HN

O

H

O
H

A B C

●a. 120◦, 107◦, 104.5◦

b. 120◦, 109.5◦, 109.5◦

c. 107◦, 109.5◦, 90◦

d. 120◦, 120◦, 120◦

e. 109.5◦, 120◦, 178◦

Explanation: The aldehyde at position A has 3 areas
of electron density and no lone pairs, creating a
trigonal planar shape with bond angles of 120. The
amine at position B has a core tetrahedral electronic
geometry around the nitrogen, with 3 bonds and
1 (implied) lone pair. The lone pair squeezes the
remaining bond angles to slightly less than 109.5 -
meaning we tweak the angle down to 107. Last, the
oxygen at position C has two lone pairs as well as
the bonds to the carbon and hydrogen atoms. The
core tetrahedral geometry is tweaked by the two
lone pairs so that the final bent configuration of the
C-O-H bond is a double tweak resulting in 104.5.

13. Which arrow(s) is/are pointing to a central atom
with a trigonal planar molecular geometry?

O

HO

O

OH

D

C

B

A

●a. A, B, and C only

b. A and C only

c. A and B only

d. A, B, C, and D

e. B and C only

Explanation: When you account for implied hydrogens
where necessary, you will see that arrows A, B, and
C point to trigonal planar geometries.

14. A molecule has three bonds and three lone pairs.
What is the molecular geometry?

a. see-saw

b. trigonal pyramid

●c. T-shape

d. trigonal planar

e. octahedral

Explanation: This will be a T-shaped molecular
geometry because it is AX3E3 which is octahedral
electronic geometry with 3 positions removed (lone
pairs).

15. A molecule has four bonds and one lone pair.
What are the electronic and molecular geometries,
respectively?

●a. trigonal bipyramidal, seesaw

b. square pyramidal, seesaw

c. seesaw, trigonal bipyramidal

d. seesaw, square pyramidal

e. trigonal planar, tetrahedral

Explanation: A molecule with five total areas of
electron density assumes a trigonal bipyramidal
electronic geometry. If only one area is a lone pair,
you have AX4E which leaves 4 bonded atoms in
a see-saw molecular geometry. The 1 lone pair
occupies an equatorial position (allowing maximal
bond angles between the lone pair and the adjacent
areas of electron density)

Note that Question now has TWO correct answers
16. What is the product of the ozone-depleting
mechanism that allows one chlorine atom to destroy
around 100,000 ozone molecules in the stratosphere?

●a. a chlorine radical ← on the KEY

●b. oxygen gas ← also counted correct

c. ozone

d. chlorine gas

Explanation: The chlorine radical is a catalyst for
the depletion of ozone. It is both a reactant and a
product of the ozone-depleting mechanism. AND...
more so, oxygen gas is a product, it is what ozone is
converted to.
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17. Why are HFCs, the newest refrigerants in use,
considered unsustainable?

a. HFCs are cooling down the ozone layer.

b. HFCs are rapidly depleting the ozone layer.

●c. HFCs are potent greenhouse gases.

d. HFCs emit UV radiation.

Explanation: The current concern with HFCs is that
they are potent greenhouse gases, even though they
do not negatively impact the ozone layer like HCFCs
and CFCs.

18. Which of the following is a reason why greenhouse
gases are important to our ecosystems?

●a. Without greenhouse gases, global temperatures would
average around -15◦ C.

b. The planet would be much warmer without green-
house gases.

c. Greenhouse gases account for the majority of our
atmosphere.

d. Greenhouse gases absorb about 99% of the total
radiation from the sun.

Explanation: Greenhouse gases make up a minuscule
fraction of our atmosphere, but without them, global
temperatures would be much colder.

19. Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) use as refrigerants has
impacted the environment because they...

a. rapidly cooled down the air due to their thermal
properties.

b. inadvertently caused an increase in carbon monoxide
which is a toxic pollutant.

c. were toxic when inhaled in small quantities.

●d. provided the source of the catalyst that causes ozone
depletion.

e. depleted ozone at ground level via direct reaction.

Explanation: CFC use has impacted the environment
because they produce chlorine atoms which act as
catalysts in ozone depletion.

20. Which of the following molecules can readily
absorb IR radiation?

I. Ar

II. O2

III. CO2

IV. CH2F2

a. I, II, III, and IV

b. I and IV

c. I, II, and IV

d. I and III

●e. III and IV

Explanation: Carbon dioxide and HFCs are green-
house gases capable of absorbing IR radiation.

Remember to bubble in ALL your answers BEFORE
time is called. Double check your name, uteid, and
version number before you turn in your bubblesheet.
You must keep your exam for future reference. Please
do not lose it. We will not replace it.
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